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Abstract. Digital steganography is a promising direction in the development of 

information protection methods. Information messages are hidden in redundant 

data (cover data), which are processed and transmitted in information and tele-

communication systems.  At the same time, the fact of existence of messages is 

being hidden, this allows providing their high safety of a steganosystem. We 

consider the pseudorandom sequences (signals), which are used for infor-

mation-hiding in the cover images. The spread spectrum image steganography 

is used for the hiding, the essence of which is in modulation of information data 

by long pseudorandom (noise) sequences. Messages take the form of noise, and 

it is extremely difficult to detect such transmission. We investigate different 

ways of discrete signals generation and estimate the error rate in message resto-

ration. It turns out that the way of the discrete signals generation influences on 

the error rate and we prove the choice of the most suitable signals. Moreover, we es-

timate distortions of the cover image as a result of data-hiding. The article mainly 

contains the results of experimental researches, which can be useful in justifying 

various ways of building direct spread spectrum steganographic systems. 

Keywords: data-hiding, steganography, spread spectrum image steganography, 

pseudorandom sequences, spreading sequences. 

1 Introduction 

With the development of new information technologies, mobile gadgets, the Internet 

of Things, global systems and services, information security issues are becoming 

more relevant [1-3]. In addition to providing qualitatively new information services, 

the increase in processing speed and the volume of information, new threats and chal-

lenges are also emerging. In particular, according to leading information and analyti-

cal agencies, the number of cyber-attacks has increased sharply in recent years [4-6]. 
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This forces to develop new ways of protecting information, including for the safe 

transmission of information messages through global information networks. 

One of the current directions in the development of information protection tech-

nologies is steganography [7-9]. It combines methods and means of processing re-

dundant data (also called cover data) to hide information messages in them. Cover 

data can be transmitted over open communication channels, for example, using e-

mail. An outside observer, even analyzing cover dada, should not guess the presence 

of hidden information messages. This is the main difference between steganography 

and cryptography [10]. While cryptographic methods hide the semantic content of 

transmitted data, steganography hides the existence of messages. And this technique 

can be much more effective.  

Various redundant files can be used as cover data, e.g. images, audio, texts, etc. [8, 

9]. The most common case is the use of still images. This is due both to the high natu-

ral redundancy of realistic images and to their transmission frequency on the Internet. 

It is almost impossible to track, analyse, and even detect the fact of the hiding of in-

formation messages in still images stored and transmitted on the Internet. It is one of 

the important and interesting directions in the development of modern information 

security technologies.  

Various steganographic techniques are used for data-hiding in cover images [7, 8]. 

In our view, the most interesting approach is the use of spread spectrum tech-

nique [11-23].  

2 Related works 

The spread spectrum technique traditionally is used in radio communication systems 

with a multiple access [25-28]. It is based on the modulation of information messages 

by so called spreading signals - long pseudorandom sequences which have random, 

noise-like form. In this case, the transmitted message becomes like noise and is very 

difficult to identify. Furthermore, applied correlation reception methods of complex 

noise-like signals allow correcting the arising errors, thereby increasing jamming 

resistance of the communication system. 

In works [11-24] the spread spectrum technique is often used for information-

hiding in digital cover images. For example, it was offered to use nonlinear modula-

tion by pseudorandom sequences, elements of which are distributed according to the 

normal law with zero mean and one mean-squared error in [11-17]. Indeed, it is pos-

sible to hide the information messages at the acceptable level of distortions in the 

cover by interpreting images as noise in the communication channel [13]. 

In this article we investigate different options for spreading signals generation, as 

well as their influence on the quality characteristics of the steganosystem. In particu-

lar, we evaluate the validity of transmitted data, by estimating the bit error rate (BER) 

in restored messages. What is more, we estimate the amount of distortions in the cov-

er image. For this purpose, we calculate the mean squared error (MSE) between origi-

nal image and the one received after the information message was hidden in it. 
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Characteristics that are considered (BER and MSE) allow comparing different op-

tions for generating spectrum spreading signals. We show, that the changing of the 

signal forming rule can significantly affect BER. Indeed, in spread spectrum radio 

communication systems, natural noise is not correlated with spreading sequences in 

the communication channel. However, if information is hidden in digital images, this 

may not be the case. Neighboring pixels in natural scenes are highly correlated and 

such communication can infringe basic estimates, which justify the correct data resto-

ration. We investigate some ways of spreading signals generation and prove the 

choice of the best alternative. 

3 Spread Spectrum Image Steganography 

Data transmission in spread spectrum radio communication systems can be simplified 

as a relation [24-28]: 
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where every information bit { 1,1}ib    is multiplied by a spreading pseudorandom 

sequence i  from the set (ensemble) of weakly correlated discrete signals: 

  0 1 1, ,...,i M        ,  

 : ( , ) 0i ji j      , 

 P  is a power gain of discrete signals;  

 k  is a number of bits of the information message, simultaneously transmitted 

in the communication channel (in code division systems this value can de-
scribe subscriber capacity with multiple access); 

 I  is natural noise in the communication system; 

 ( , )i j    is cross-correlation coefficient of the sequences i  and j ; 

 N  is received signal at the receiving side (additive mix of the useful signal 

and noise)  

Information is restored by means of correlation reception. For this purpose correla-

tion coefficient is calculated (scalar product of vectors) [24-28]:  
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The natural noise I and the noise signal i   are statistically independent (uncorre-

lated) in communication systems, i.e.  
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  , 0j jI I    . 

Different noise signals are also uncorrelated with each other, i.e.   

 : 0j ij i     .  

Then 

  , j j j jN Pb    , 

and the value jb  can be defined by the sign  , jN  : 

  ,j jb sign N  
 

.  (2) 

The following assumptions are used to hide the information message in the cover 

image [11-17]. The digital image I  is interpreted as noise in the communication 

channel, and we assume, that  

  , 0j jI I    . 

Information bits are modulated by spreading sequences: 
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after that, as in (1), the enhanced result is added to the cover image.  

The rule (2) is also used here to restore information bits. As before, we suppose

: 0j ij i     . But the assumption 

  , 0j jI I     

may not be executed. Indeed, separate pixels of realistic images are highly correlated. 

In this case, the result  

  , j jI I    

depends on statistical properties of spreading sequences, i.e. the way of the set gen-

eration   0 1 1, ,..., M      

In this article we consider different ways of discrete signals generation and investi-

gate the efficiency of their use for data hiding in cover images. We estimate the bit 

error rate when restoring data by the rule (2). BER is the number of bit errors errorN  

divided by the total number of transferred bits totalN  [29]: 



 error

total

N
BER

N
 .  (3) 

BER is a unitless performance measure, often expressed as a percentage [29]. We 

estimate BER in the absolutes, i.e. directly by (3).  

It should be noted, that in our investigations we estimated BER without the use of 

error-correcting coding. This case has also been considered in other works, for exam-

ple the table 2 of [14] shows similar results.  

MSE is used to estimate the distortions of the cover image [29-31]. The MSE value 

for a monochrome m n   image I   is determined by: 
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where N  is noisy approximation of a cover image I , as in (1). 

We used various 256 256  images as given data (similar to following works [13, 

14, 16, 17]). The results represent averages, taken from several various images. 

4 Results 

Consider several options for spreading sequences generation i  in (1). For each case, 

we will rate BER and MSE. These values characterize errors in the restored message 

and distortions in the cover image. 

4.1 Nonlinear sequences with Gaussian distribution 

The first case we are considering has been described in works [13, 14, 16, 17]. Each 

spreading sequence was proposed to be formed using the ratios:  
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where 
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 (6) 

 ( )i ju  - a random value  uniformly distributed on the interval (0,1);  

 1  represents the inverse cumulative distribution function for a standard 
Gaussian random variable. 

The obtained results for different  P  are shown in Fig. 1.  
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a) BER(k) dependencies for cases: 

 1) P = 8; 2) P = 16; 3) P = 32; 4) P = 64 

b) MSE(k) dependencies for cases:  

1) P = 1; 2) P = 2; 3) P = 4; 4) P = 8; 5) P = 16 

Fig. 1. Empirical dependences BER(k) and MSE(k) for discrete sequences from [13, 14, 16, 17] 

We also investigated the efficiency of data hiding during discrete signals genera-

tion i  according to a simplified scheme:  

 1
( ) 0.5, 0.5;

( ) (( ' ) ), ( ' )
( ) 0.5, 0.5.
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The results for BER and MSE for this variant are shown in Fig. 2: 

 

 
 

a) BER(k) dependencies for cases: 

1) P = 8; 2) P = 16; 3) P = 32; 4) P = 64 

b) MSE(k) dependencies for cases: 

1) P = 1; 2) P = 2; 3) P = 4; 4) P = 8; 5) P = 16 

Fig. 2. Empirical dependences BER(k) and MSE(k) for discrete sequences formed by (7) 

4.2 Discrete sequences with the uniform distribution on the interval (-1,1) 

As an alternative, we realized another way of discrete sequences generation, when 

their elements are distributed according to uniform law on the interval (-1,1). The 

results of the experimental exploring are shown in Fig. 3.  



 
 

a) BER(k) dependencies for cases: 

1) P = 8; 2) P = 16; 3) P = 32; 4) P = 64 

b) MSE(k) dependencies for cases: 

1) P = 1; 2) P = 2; 3) P = 4; 4) P = 8; 5) P = 16 

Fig. 3. Empirical dependences BER(k) and MSE(k) for discrete sequences with the uniform 

distribution on the interval (-1,1) 

4.3 Walsh-Hadamard Signals 

Another way of the formation of the set  0 1 1, ,..., M      that we investigated was 

to use Hadamard matrices. These matrices are formed by a recurrent rule: 
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Rows (or columns) of matrices
2iH are mutually orthogonal, i.e. their scalar prod-

uct is zero. The set of discrete signals  0 1 1, ,..., M     , composed of such rows 

(or columns), is called Walsh-Hadamard sequences [24].  

The results of the experimental exploring of BER and MER for Walsh-Hadamard 

signals are shown in Fig. 4. 

 
 

a) BER(k) dependencies for cases: 

1) P = 1; 2) P = 2; 3) P = 4; 4) P = 8; 5) P = 16 

b) MSE(k) dependencies for cases: 

1) P = 1; 2) P = 2; 3) P = 4; 4) P = 8; 5) P = 16

Fig. 4. Empirical dependences BER(k) and MSE(k) for Walsh-Hadamard sequences 
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5 The Discussion of Results and Conclusions  

According to the results of experimental studies, all considered methods of discrete 

signals generation are almost equivalent by the distortion of the cover image. It can be 

explained by the close range of possible values of sequences and a similar way of data 

hiding. The signals with the nonlinear modulation rule, which are proposed in [13, 14, 

16, 17], have a little benefit. Walsh-Hadamard signals look worst of all by MSE (but 

this loss is small and almost invisible on the logarithmic scale). 

The first three ways of discrete signals generation are almost identical by the BER 

minimization criterion. Even with a high gain P, these spreading sequences generation 

techniques do not allow getting small BER values. For example, when P = 64 the 

error rate is approximately 10
-3

 and higher, it implies the mandatory use of error-

correcting code. Nonlinear sequences from [13, 14, 16, 17] have a little benefit among 

the first three ways. However, the greatest gain in BER reduction is from the use of 

Walsh-Hadamard signals. It can be seen from the Fig. 4, that even at P = 16 low BER 

values of about 10
-5

 and below are already achieved. It gives huge opportunities on 

the practical construction of steganographic systems for information hiding in cover 

images. 

A promising area for our future researches is the development of an adaptive rule 

for the formation of pseudorandom spreading sequences. For example, if a rule for 

discrete signals generation from the set  0 1 1, ,..., M      takes into account the 

statistical properties of the cover image, then the error rate (BER) can be significantly 

reduced, and it is possible to achieve error-free information recovery. In our view, the 

use of new classes of pseudorandom sequences, for example from our previous works 

[32-36], is also promising. 

The results can be used in various computer science applications. In particular, for 

modernization of various cryptographic algorithms, optimization of calculations, 

modeling and telecommunications [37-43].  
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